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Preface
This special issue gathers a selection of papers presented at the GO-IV meeting that took place in Lo%eche-les-Bains
(Switzerland) from August 20 to 24, 2000. GO-IV, the Fourth International Colloquium on Graphs and Optimisation, was
held to honour Gilbert Laporte at the occasion of his 50th birthday. Most of the 40 participants at that meeting were
friends of Gilbert who wished to pay credit his outstanding scienti3c career and his numerous contributions to operations
research. Several of them were also past or present coauthors of Gilbert.
Shortly after obtaining his Ph.D. from the London School of Economics in 1975, Gilbert Laporte joined the faculty
of the 8Ecole des Hautes 8Etudes Commerciales in Montreal. From that point on, Gilbert pursued an extremely active
research career in combinatorial optimization publishing more than 225 scienti3c articles, as well as several books, mostly
in the areas of vehicle routing, location and timetabling. Many concepts that we now take for granted, such as the use
of branch-and-cut methods for routing problems and the 3eld of location-routing were indeed introduced by Gilbert.
Gilbert was also a key 3gure in the development of internationally recognized research centres in Montreal: he was a
founding member of the Groupe d’8etudes et de recherche en analyse des d8ecisions (GERAD) and served as Director of
the Centre for Research on Transportation from 1987 to 1991. Besides his research activities, Gilbert always devoted a
very signi3cant portion of his time to editorial duties. After serving for several years as Operational Research Editor of
INFOR, the journal of the Canadian Operational Research Society, he was the Editor of Transportation Science from
1995 to 2002, and he is now the Editor of Computers & Operations Research, as well as an associate editor or editorial
board member of several other operations research journals. Gilbert’s outstanding contributions have been recognized
by many scienti3c awards including the Pergamon Prize in 1987, the 1994 Merit Award of the Canadian Operational
Research Society, the President’s Medal (Operational Research Society) in 1999, and the CORS Practice Prize on two
occasions. He has been a member of the Royal Society of Canada since 1998. As a further tribute to the excellence
and signi3cance of his scienti3c work, Gilbert became in 2001 Director of the Canada Research Chair in Distribution
Management.
The scope of areas covered at GO-IV re?ected well the diversity of Gilbert’s research interests. It included topics such
as vehicle routing, traveling salesman problems, location, graph coloring, scheduling, network optimization, cliques and
stable sets, dispatching and network optimization. The selection of papers in this special issue is quite representative of the
presentations made at the meeting: of these 11 papers, three deal with cliques and independent sets (Alexe, Alexe, Crama,
Foldes, Hammer, and Simeone; Hansen, Mladenovi8c, and UroBsevi8c; Alekseev and Lozin), three with routing problems
(Anily and Bramel; Gonzalez and Hernandez), two with scheduling (Carlier and Pinson; Giaro and Kubale), two with
location (Caceres, Cruz Lopez-de-los-Mozos, and Mesa; Hamacher, Labb8e, Nickel and Sonneborn), and one each with
quadratic 0-1 optimization (Boros, Lari, and Simeone) and DNA sequencing (B laz˙ewicz, Formanowicz, Kasprzak, and
Markiewicz).
The GO-IV meeting was organized by Michel Gendreau (Centre de recherche sur les transports, Montr8eal), Alain Hertz
(Ecole Polytechnique F8ed8erale de Lausanne), Fr8ed8eric Semet (Universit8e de Valenciennes) and Marino Widmer (Universit8e
de Fribourg). The organizers want to express their gratitude to the following Swiss organizations, whose support made
this event possible:
• 3e cycle romand de recherche op8erationnelle,
• UBS,
as well as the following individuals who provided invaluable help: Nadia Ruch (administrative tasks), B8eatrice Meichtry
(social program) and Dominique de Werra (permanent help). The editors of this volume want to express their apprecia-
tion to the authors for the quality of their contributions, and to the referees for their careful, insightful and generally timely
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reviews. Finally, many thanks to Professor Peter Hammer, Editor-in-Chief, and the staM of Discrete Applied Mathematics,
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